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Use of 'Uninterrupted Bloc~s of Time' Polled; Student Panel To Vi,ify 
~~i?,';!!~! : ... "~~".~!~~. '!. ?.m. ~?.~!!~.~~.,!:,~s~.''!~.s:!,~~. Impressions of Festival 
de11sed report of answers to a ques- no change from the previous year. pattern, but over half of the juniors by Jennifer Carden '62 
tiorrnaire concenii11g st1tdent expe- The use of Wednesday and Salur- reported more pressure while only The intrigue behind a melee of governments• policies, almo:st all 
nence with the 1te111 sched11fe. day mornings for study seemed to colorful flag~. spirited marching and non-Communi:sl groups boycotted; :i2 per cent of the senior;; reported The questionnaire was given to have little bearing on either Lhe folk dancing surrounding the Vienna they refused to send delegates ill 
sophomores, junior,, and seniors last amount of class preparation or the more pressure. Youth Festival will be revealed by any official' c~pa<:ily. 
spring A complete report of that overall effectiveness of study. Ninety- Almost three - quarters enjoyed American students speaking al Two U.S. Groups 
surve~ will be discussed by the five percent of all students reported their academic work more, with only Wellesley. Two Communist front groups, 
Student Education Committee and using Wednesday morning for study- 5 per cent enjoying it less. The Malvin Rivkin, Cliff Thompson and though, beg:ln to collect delegate& 
the 1''aculty Curriculum Commillee. ing regularly or often and about proportion of those reporting no Warren Harshmen, who attender{ in lhe Uniled Stales. The u. s Fes-
Studenls are welcome lo allend the 80 per cent studied on Saturday change was highest among lhe lhe Festival this summer, will speak 
first meeting of the SEC, which mornings. honor groups. The non ·honors on their impressions next Tues-
will be October 10 at 4:40 p.m. in Slightly over 40 per cent of the groups included the largest fraction day al 7:45 p.m. in the Claflin 
tival Commission, with headquarters 
ln New York. was well planned and 
organized. But in Chicago the 
American Youth Festival Organiza-
tion needed at the last minute 
eight~ additional delegates; other-
wise, the lwent) Communist affiliates 
already chosen to represt>nt the 
United Slates would not be able to 
meet their travel expenses. The 
eighty vacancies were filled bl youth. 
carefu\1) screened b)· the non-Com-
munist International Service for In-
CH H. student body said they fell more of those reporting more enjoyment. living room. The panel is being 
Over three-quarters or all students pressure than the preceding year, The report slates that all of the sponsored by College Government 
reported that the overall weekly with the remainder almost evenly differences among groups so far in the interest "of broader student 
schedule enabled them to study divided between less pressu1·e and outlined suggest the natural growth awareness of other students,'·' said 
more effectively than before. How- "about the same." (It was noted of the student and her work during Anrnnda Pope ·50_ 
ever, only 47 per cent reported class that questionnaires were distributed four years of college ralher than The international Youth Festivals, 
preparation was more thorough. and during a "pressure period_") The the institutional changes of the ew seven to date, consist of gigantic 
Professor Peyre To Evaluate 
Com paro.tive Liter<Lture Study 
"The Place of Comparative Litera-
ture in lhe American College" will 
be discussed by Professor Henn 
Peyre of Yale University on Thurs· 
day, October 9. Professor Peyre. 
whose lecture is sponsored by the 
Modern Foreign Language Depart-
ments, will speak on the merits and 
disadvantages of the comparative 
literature courses which have been 
growing in academic popularity in 
this country. 
schedule. Certainly the abundant rallys or massed young people. In 
use of Wednesday and Saturday light of the partisan activities of 
mornings by all students fails to the International Planning Commis-
difierentiate among groups. How- sion for the Festival, the Uniled 
ever, students were asked to at States sees them as organized for 
tribute any differences in pressure the purpose o! furthering Commun-
or enjoyment to courses, the new ist aims and expansion. especial1y in 
schedule. or a combination. the uncommitted sectors of the 
formation on the Vienna Youth Fes-
tival Bt>cause they were Soviet 
sponsored, these two groups were 
the only American ones allowed on 
the Festival grounds. Tourists had 
to content themselve.; with the mili· 
tantly festive atmosphere of the city 
alone. 
Of the students who fell more world. Invitations lo the youth of 
l>ressure, only 10 per cent attributed 
it to the new schedule; one-third 
credited courses, and the rest a 
combination of the two. or the 609 
students who reported more enjoy. 
ment of academic work, only 13 
oer cent att..ributed it lo the new 
schedule alone. while about two-
thirds indicated that a combination 
Contitlued 011 Page Six 
Lalin America. Africa and Asia 
were extended generously, and of· 
len the travelling expenses of the 
delegates from these areas were 
paid by the Festival. But the quan 
lily oC non - Communist delegates 
was Immaterial lo Urn Festival plan-
ners. The IPC was iuteresled in 
prestige names from the West being 
present. As a result of several free 





Old Masdodon? Professor Peyre, who ha:, been the Sterling Professor of French at 
Yale University since Hl35. is a 
renowned authol"ity on contempor· 
ary French literature A regular 
contributor to the Book Review sec· 
tion of the New York Times, he 
Cats'n Queens Dig Junior Show 
Laud Real Cool Minstrel's Tale 
by Roberta Williams '62 
The papers screamed "Geologist& 
Near 'Brink of Discovery'": a tusk 
had been dug up near Scarborough, 
1\faine, which might have belonged 
to a prehistoric mastodon. !\fr. Dab-
ney W. Caldwell, Assist3nt Professor 
of Geology at Wellesley who had 
been called in to examine the tusk 
gave the stoi'l a slightly different 
flavor. 
recently published a review of Overheard at the Well, conversa-
Camus, written by Germaine Bree, tion between a minked and jewelled 
Henri Peyre matron and a bearded and booked 
visiting Professor at Wellesle~· dur- young man. slightly beat-en: 
ing 1958-59. author of The Contemporary Fret1c11 Beat: Man. that Junior Show is 
The visiting lecturer will speak Novel (published 1955), and has the coolest 
in English for the benefit of the taught at such institutions as Bryn Matron: Well. as I always say, 
entire student body. He b also the Continued on Page Six these pre-opening night showings 
Archibald MacLeish Presents Defense 
Of J.B. in Lecture-Reading at Wellesley 
Why do men suffer and still cling war as causes of misery. cal, historical or literary validity of 
to li1c? What is the meaning be- "We cannot endure meaningless- Job's rewards, but the fact that Job 
bind the occurrence of good or evil ness." he went on. "The conviction 
fortune in this life? How can a man that there must be a meaning lies 
find the solution or fmd peace: by back of the history of the human 
acceptance of evil and embracing of spirit." Young men often think they 
its effects, or by holding onto his may uncover the secret, but even-
natural desire to believe in good tually realize that the best they can 
with the hope of someday discover- do is believe they are going to know 
ing the meaning of life? the truth_ the poet-dramatist con-
agreed to take back life again. His 
concern as the artist and the man, 
MacLeish averred, was "the persis-
tence of the human thing, the will 
to live life in spite of everything-
love of life in spite of life." 
The Two Great Roles 
Tbis conflict between the 'belief in tinued- He aligned himself with W. 
good and the escape into evil' pro- B. Yeats who confessed that men 
voked Archibald MacLeish, Boylston cannoL know the truth, but can live 
J .B. takes place at night in a de· 
~erted circus tent, where two old ac-
tors, now vendors of balloons and 
popcorn, 1·idicule the presentation or 
circus play based on the Job myth. 
As they decide to enact the story as 
it should be produced, they take the 
parts of God and Satan, while the 
other actors appear in their roles in 
the life of a twentieth century Job. 
Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory at it. 
Harvard University, to wr~le J.B., MacLeish Answers As Ar tist 
he told his Alumnae Hall audience 
last Friday nigh t. Before reading 
passages from the Pulitzer Prize 
Winning pfay and current Broadway 
.,,uceess, he defended J B. as being 
an attempt to present an intense ex-
perience of the age-old riddle of the 
Book of Job in a con temporary situ-
ation, not to solve it 
Modern Scene Set for J.B. 
The possibility for justification of 
human suffering, the search for the 
guilt behind undeserved misery "are 
n ew in our time because en the 
qua ntity of suffering that weighs on 
our conscience," contended Mr. Mac-
Leish, citing Wot·ld Wu and cold 
In his approach to the question 
raised in Job '·t11e situation of a man 
whose 1ife is destroyed overnight," 
Mr. MacLeish emphasized that his 
view was not that o! religion-"lo 
reveal what lies beyond,'" 11or of Humor and pathos lie in the dia-
philosophy-"to reason di~cord into logue between the actor who accepts 
order," nor of science-"to discover evil along with good, and the more 
in experience patterns and laws," but disillusioned one who has seen so 
of art-"to carry experience, disorder much suffering that he can no lon-
and all, into the art in such a way ger believe in Good, Justice or God. 
that it may be known and under- The two spotlight the irony of an 
stood as experience." optimism typically American, ac-
The end of the Book of Job has cording to the author, and the un-
puzzled theologians and lay readers, reasonableness, even futility, of the 
but what seemed extraordinary to struggle between man and the Will 
Mr. MacLeish was not ~he theologi-that rule!>. 
can be misleading. Now when J 
saw the Lunls-Alfred Lunt and 
Lynn Fontaine you know - in 
New Haven, why I thought they 
were absolutely breathtaking, but 
then that nasty man who writes for 
the Times was absolutely merciless. 
As I always say-you just can't 
tell until you see the papers. 
Beal: You for real? That show's 
the greatest. That bit about the fire 
drill really grabbed me. 
Matron: Oh ... I hope not. 
Beal: When I heard that title, 
The \finstrel's Tale I felt ... well 
disaffiliated. because I haven't 
read Chaucer. bul, well, it didn't 
... drag. 
Matron: Drag? Why I was on the 
edge of m) seat all evening. 
Beat: Oh . . . I hope not. 
Yes, the tusk may have belonged 
to the mastodon, but at this point 
it may equally well belong lo an old 
circus elephant !' Mr. Caldwell se-
riously explained. The six-fool, sixty 
pound tusk, three ribs and piece of 
skull are now undergoing tests whicb. 
should reveal their approximate age: 
nearly 5.000 years for a mastodon. 
merely 100 years for the elephant. 
Chance of Domesticity 
Mr Caldwell was working with the 
Maine Geological Survey exploring 
glacial formations at Farmingham 
Co11tin11ed on Page Five Matron: I was green with envy 
when I saw all those beautiful cos-
tumes, executed by Allison Tupp~r Senate u nderlines 
and Caroline Byars_ 
Beat·. Ev~n that g~een gia_nt cat NeuJ C.G. Program 
must like 1t . . . hes standmg up l F . M . 
fot• il all over_. n irst eeting 
. Matron: __ I Just happened to be Four members of the Vienna 
m a position to see some poetry y th F r 1 h f th 
tbal's been written about it, but I ou es iva • t ree 0 em_ U. S. 
never would have guessed that it's delegates to . the . Communisl-r~a 
so thr illing 50 exciting so mystify- world convention this s~mm~r. wiR 
. ' ' lead a campus panel discussion oa 10
'f3 l 1 t k in Psy- Oclobet· 13, to be sponsored bF cho~g~ one~ an: ::::s~ couldn't College Government. 
find lhe answer until the end. Decision to sponsor this talk, made 
Matron: Well it wasn't lost to me. in Senate meeting of October 6, .is 
The only reason I didn't guess it the first or numerous ways ia 
sooner was that I was looking at which C. G. intends to help Welles. 
things in the wrong order. ley students to awake to national 
Beat: Did you dig. those &ets by and international events. 
Judy Diekoff? I'm so relieved that Ivy Vantage Point 
I saw Junior Show early. I sup- Beatrice, (Bea) Strand '60. C. CL 
pose every cat will be on the road president, reported a definite em-
to Junior Show on October 16 and phasis by the National Americaa 
17. Students Association·s '59 conven-
Matron ; Well, I should think so. tion on this role of college, and 




Last year a philosophical novel, Doctor Zhivago, . first ap-
peared on our national best seller lists. The author, Boris Paster-
nak, is Russian. Last Sunday Soviet scientists announced two 
startling theories: that a nuclear explosion may have taken place 
over Siberia in 1908, and that the two moons of Mars may be arti-
ficial satellites, created by a civilization which tried to escape be-
fore the planet lost its atmosphere. 
Anne Bancroft Dynamic as Teacher 
Of He?en l(eller in Miracle Worker 
This year at Wellesley 70 students are studying the Russian 
language, as compared to 40 last year and 10 the year before. 
Maybe they will never be able to read a treatise about the moons 
of Mars, but maybe they will. Clearly people who can read and 
speak Russian are in demand, for this nation can not keep abreast 
of Russia if it must always wait for translations and interpreters. 
The dynamic vigor of actress Anne 
Bancroft and the incredible subtlety 
and acting of child star Patty Duke 
made Fred Coe's production of Tile 
Miracle Worker a stunning emotion· 
al experfonce and kept it from be· 
coming a maudlin melodrama. 
by Margot Topkins '60 
Language, the Key 
Annie's arrival ushers in a new 
and painful regime for the Keller 
family, Helen, and most of all. Annie 
herself. The Kellers musl be convinc· 
ed that Helen needs to learn disci· 
pline and obedience if she is to 
become a social entity, and Annie 
must not only have perseveernce 
with tbe child. but also witb the 
parents. 
This upsurge of interest in Russian is a case of educational 
hindsight. We had lagged behind while a large per cent of Russian 
youth learned English; now we are frantically trying to regain 
lost ground. 
We should have learned the lesson-a lesson in alertness to 
changing patterns of world influence. American educators should 
have the foresight to concentrate on the areas of future import-
ance-Africa, the Middle East, Red China. We must do more than 
acquire a knowledge of these people, we must be able to speak 
to them. 
Arsenic and Old Faces 
\ 
To paraphrase the law of the jungle-mix, or be mixed. An-
nual enforced sociability serves for the freshman as a sort of 
White Sands Proving Ground for future success and for the 
seniors as a chance to see once again (and turn and run from) the 
same jaundiced faces of the Third Year Med Students, who were 
jaundiced-faced seniors when they were freshmen. 
This certain enduring quality lends mixers both their values 
and their pitfalls. At each mixer there will be the same proportion 
of girls in little black dresses and girls in big RED dresses. There 
will always be the boy whose name tag reads "John Harvard" and 
his friend who wont understand why you can't quite follow him 
in the double Viennese rock and cha-cha-cha, which simply every-
one back home in Wichita is doing (But Herbie, they're playing a 
fox trot). 
There is no opportunity like a mixer for perfecting one's de-
~very and technique for the Grand National Clay Courts Finals in 
/the greatest of all Ivy League indoor sports, "Do You Know." This 
is subdivided into people met "on the Boat." people whose little 
brothers went to camp in Maine with your little brother and 
people who ultimately turn out to be last Saturday's blind date 
(turn and run again). 
This then in all its power and glory is a Wellesley mixer. 
Excelsior. 
Art and Obscenity 
Can a line be drawn between what is "art" and what is "ob-
scenity''? Or is unlimited expression an absolute good in a society 
which likes to describe itself as democratic? 
There is literature which may be distinguished as obscene: 
language is used, not as an organic part of the art form, but for 
its shock effect on the reader; in some extreme examples there is 
unquestionably no literary intention or pretension. At the other 
extreme is the work of art: a successful compouqding of an idea, 
craftsmanship and knowledge. Between the two poles lies a wide 
range of literature: lesser art works, artistic attempts which fail, 
hack novels, sensational magazines, etc. 
Sh-0uld a line be drawn? In a recent television conversation 
between Marya Mannes and Virgilia Peterson, these two critics 
agreed that one of the largest problems in literature today is a 
lack of interest in values; there is instead a concentration on 
what will sell, especially, the sexual how-to-do-it manuals, organ-
ized incidentally around a plot and characters. They further agreed 
that just as man can be enlightened or uplifted by literature, so 
can he be corrupted. Because this is a widely-held belief, society 
insists that a line be drawn and that corrupting literature be 
ballished. 
A society, like an individual, has a strong desire for self-
preservation. Consequently, the society will attempt to eliminate 
forces which would weaken it, externally or internally, physically 
or morally. This drive emerges in various forms. When a man 
has committed a crime, we do not throw up our hands and say, 
"who is to j11dge''; we select judges and juries, and we pass sen-
tence on those who threaten the common good. 
In the case of literature, the criminal is more elusive. In the 
absence of a societally-approved judge, vigilantes (such as citizens' 
committees ) and lone rangers ( such as the Postmaster General 
or local police chiefs ) rush to the scene to administer ad hoc 
prohibHions against certain books and magazines. When people 
intelligent enough to discriminate between art and unacceptable 
obscenity withhold their opinions in service of an ideal, they leave 
a vacuum for the emergence of self-appointed literary policemen 
in service of opposite ideals. 
The people who know most about mores and literature, the 
scholars and the critics, must not deny their personal responsi-
bility in this controversy, leaving the field to those who know least 
about literature but are concerned about mores. 
Nor should anyone believe that the tides of anxious book-
censors and -burners have been stemmed by the Supreme Court's 
Lady Chatterley's Lover decision. Removal of the postal ban 
against this infamous book has brought undeserved accolades to 
the Court as a bastion of liberalism; this decision reflects only 
the attitude 0£ the present majority. Besides, the Supreme Court 
should not be our national board of literary review. 
Based on the life of Helen Keller, 
William Gibson's play, now at the 
Wilbur, is concerned with the rela· 
tionsbip between Annie Sullivan, 
Miss Keller's childhood nurse, and 
the child Helen. 
A Spoiled Child 
A 20-year-old Irish orphan \\'ho 
was once blind, Annie Sulli\•an comes 
to the Keller homestead in Alabama, 
fervently convinced she can teach 
a blind child language. Her pupil, 
while obviously keenly intelligent, 
js a willful, spoiled little girl. 
The Keller family has been able 
to feel only pity for the mute young-
ster who staggers through a life of 
silence and darkness. They have 
indulged her excessively and treat 
her not as human being. but rather 
as a young and uncontrollable puppy. 
More difficult and seemingly ;m. 
possible is Annie's self-imposed task 
of teaching the child to use sign 
language, to have her grasp the fact 
that '"things have names." It is only 
through language, Annie declues, 
that Helen will learn from darkness. 
Bancroft Spontaneous 
Only Anne Bancroft, a young wo· 
man of amazing spontaneity and 
energy could give us the Annie Sul-
livan this play must have. The role 
calls not only for humor and emo-
tional strength, but for actual phy· 
sical endurance. 
Annie must sit the angry arm· 
Exhibition of Rothko-like Art 
Seen at Unique Nova Gallery 
By Rosalind Epstein '62 occasionally break the display. Col· 
Mounting two flights above the lages have been used by artists to 
Stanhope Garage, the curious visi- give immediacy or associative mean-
tor to the Nova Gallery is confronted ing to compositions which might 
with Boston's newest temple of the other wise tend to be remote. Often 
avant garde. they become exercises in exploiting One passes through an anteroom 
tattooed with canvasses noteworthy individual textures. Miss Irany's 
arc neither. Most are a conglomera. ~~~~~~a~~=i~0m~~:~;:1~~~i~!~~~~~~ lion of pieceless meanings which 
only to come with a thud upon thl.' only add to meaningless pieces. 
collection or Helen Irany. The absence of vitality, freshness, 
Canvasses drone from the stark or direction in Miss Irary's work 
walls, all of them exhibiting basical· s tems not from the lack of any 
ly the same composition. a jumble thing to say. To a degree her col· 
of unrelated shapes with no dis· lages and wat1.>rcolors demonstrate 
cernible underly ing structure. One a concern with the antiseptic qual-
is further struck with Miss Jrany's Hy of urban life. 
ability to pitch all colors to exactly Rather, it is symptomatic of a 
the same int<:>nsity so that her work blight which has attacked many lo-
becomes a i;creaming reiteration oI cal would-be artists. The cause of 
nothing. Titles such as "abstrac· this is the want of patience and in-
tion," "distraction," "contraction," dustry on their parts to find an in· 
"protraction," etc. accompany these dividual form of expression. The 
similitudes. result is a painting which makes 
Garage Collage abstract expressions into a conven· 
Groups of the painter's collages tion. 
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lashing child in her chair 30 times 
to teach her table manners. 5he 
must bend to pick up the spoon that 
Helen fitfully throws on the fioor so 
that the child will learn to eat prop. 
erly. Through Miss Bancroft's 
portrayal, one senses too the inner 
baUle ... the fight against giving 
way lo pity or love. 
Mature Performance 
Patty Duke. as the scarred young-
ster. cannot speak throughout the 
play, but her facial expression, ges-
tures and contorted moyements con-
vey all we need know about the 
torment of her condition. Her per-
formance was marked by its high 
level of maturity. 
The most compelJing scenes were 
those between Helen and Annie. Th 
audience watched spelll)ound as the 
child's attitude developed from one 
of indifference to hatred and finally 
to friendship toward her teachf'r. 
Patricia Neal was excellent as the 
loving mother, Torin Thatcher most 
convrncing as Captain Keller, Hel1.>n's 
father. and Caswell Fairweather did 
an adequate job as Helen's weak· 
willed cynical step-brother. But the 
side drama of their relationship with 
each other merely served as a fr1me-
work for the story of the Miracle 
Worker and her charge. 
s~hola•·ly 
s~oops 
Thursday, October 8, 4:15, Pendle-
ton. Required meeting of the Class 
of 1963. Class picture immediately 
after meeting in the Hay Outdoor 
Theatre. 
Thursday, October 8, 8:00, Library. 
Opening of the Rare Book Room ot 
the library. Admission by inYitation. 
Friday, October 9, 7:30, Pendleton. 
"The Place of Comparative Litera-
ture in the American College." by 
Henri Peyre of Yale. Sponsored by 
the modern language departments. 
Sunday, October 11, 9:30, Recrea. 
tion Building. Cosmopolitan Club 
breakfast for all !ormer club mem-
bers and students interested in join-
ing. Jf interested sign on sheets ill 
the dormitories. 
Sunday, October 11, 7:30 p.m., 
Chapel. Candlelight Vespers. Lead-
ers: Dante L. Germino, Assistant 
Professor of Political Science, and 
Lois Pattison, '60. 
Monday, October 12, 4:40, Pendle· 
ton. Registration for term-time em-
ploym1.>n t meeting. 
Monday, October 12, 7:30, Caze-
nove. "Heidegger, Kierkegaard and 
Sartre," Mis • Maja Goth, Assistant 
Professor of German. This is the 
first of a series of lectures on the 
existential novel, sponsored by the 
Student Education Committee. 
Tuesday, October 13, 7:45, Claflin 
Living Room. Panel of experts and 
participants of the Vienna Youth 
f'estival, sponsored by C. G. 
Tuesday, October 13, 7:00. Step 
singing. 
Wednesday, October 14, 7:45, Pen-
dleton. "Literary Criticism and 
Archeology" by Rabbi Maurice L. 
Zigmond, New England RepresPnta· 
live of B'nai B'rith o! the Hillel 
Foundation. For students in Biblical 
History 104 only. 
To commemorate the bicenten-
nial year of the birth o! Friedrich 
S<:hmer, Wellesley College is di&-
playing a series of pictures in· 
cludlng his place of birth, scenes 
from his drama and portraits of 
hlmsel! and bis contemporaries. 
The exhibit, which is currently· 
divided between the library aJli!, 
the German department bulletin-
board, will later tour the Un.it~ 
States. 
Schiller, a German dramatist,. 
is noted for "Ode to Joy'' and a 
popular version of the William,1 
Tell legend. He was a cl05$ 
friend of Goethe's, and wrote a. 
number of historical dramas. On 
November 10, the date of his• 
birth, there will be a lecture Oft.I 
Schiller given by Professor Karl 
Deutsch of Yale. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., OCTOBER. 8, 1959 Page Tfaree 
The Reader Musicians 
Grants 
Artists, Playwrights, 
Benefit by Foundation To the Editor : I would like to provide a context for my remark~ in last week's News story on juniors abroad, with-
out which several misunderstand-
ing~ may remain uncorrected. 
The University of Geneva is a 
somewhat unusual institution in that 
onl) about fifteen per cent of the 
stucients are from Geneva, and an 
additional fifteen percent from the 
other Swiss cantons. The remaining 
sixty pcrcen, of the student body 
comes ,nrunly from the United 
S tates, the Arab countries, Germany 
and Italy. Unfortunately, most of the 
Americans enrolled independently at 
the university are rather casual stu-
dents who mingle exclusively with 
their fellow Americans. 
The Swis~ students feel their own 
traditions threatened by the large 
foreign element and consequently 
form various student clubs to which 
only they may belong. :\1any of us 
res<?nted this "automatic" discrimina-
tion and what we regarded as the 
coldness anc somewhat superficial 
values of Swiss society as a whole. 
There were, however, numerous ex 
ceptions to this general tendency, 
and many or us in the group met 
Swiss people for whom we have a 
great deal o • respect and affection. 
From an academic point of view, 
/JtuJic 
The "INSIDE SHELLEY 
BERMAN" record is doing 
very well at present. It seems 
to be the sequence about air-
planes that tickles listeners. 
Word reaches us that a 
new Tom Lehrer record is 
due in November, and will be 
produced in four versions: 
stereo or monaural, and with 
or without audience response 
and introductions to the new 
songs. If th is record does any-
where near as well as Lehrer 
#!, it will be the big gift item 
for Christmas. 
H ere's the real best buy 
for a c o 11 e g e radio: the 
Granco FM radio at $29.95. 
With it there is no static, no 
rock and roll, no interference 
from flourescent lights or 
elevators. Many stations come 
in flawlessly across the dial, 
including the four concert 
stations, and the complete 
Boston Symphony concerts 
on Friday afternoons and 
Saturday evenings. 
We current ly have a very 
good collection of tables and 
stands for phonographs and 
recor ds. T hey come in 
wrought iron, brass, or wood, 
and are priced from $7.98 to 
$15. 
-rite Musto 9ox 
I found the program d irected by 
Smith College to be both challt>ng. 
in~ and we organized. 
The disadvantages of association 
with the group resulted from the 
Smith polic. · of lodging all parlici· 
pants in a rather luxurious Geneva 
hotel for a portion of the school 
year. and in other ways attempting 
to create tn American dormitory 
atmosphere. This policy deprived us 
o· many occasions to perfect our 
French and become acquainted with 
other students. It was also greatly 
resented by all of the non-Americans 
who knew us. 
Bu t, I feel the Junior Year Abroad 
P rogram to be infinitely worthwhile 
for some but not all American stu-
d•nts, and hope tho~e who parlici· 
pale in fulure groups will find it as 
gratifying an educational experience 
as I have. 
Harriet Dorfman '60 
To the Editor: 
Many thanks to the members of 
thi! Wellesley College community 
for their generous and enthusiastic 
response to S.O.'s appeal for con 
tributions which aided Tibetan 
refugees last Spring! A total of 
$1100 was collected and given over 
to the American Emergency Com-
mittee for Tibetan relief. 
Lowell Thomas, Chairman of this 
committee, wrote a letter of ac-
knowledgment saying: "Your gift, 
coupled with those of other Ameri· 
cans throughout the country, proves 
again that the American heritage 
of helping all those in need any 
place in the world is still very 
much alive. Your contribution will 
be well used. We salute you." 
CAROL REED '60 
Co-chairman of Publicity 
for S.O. 
STUDENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Bates: Claudia Philippe, '62 
Beebe: Allye Hobson. '63 
Cazenove: Klt.•y Curlis. '61 
Clafin: Petra Brown '60 
Davis: Nan Overholser. '61 
Freeman: Martha Brol'k, '62 
Munger: Diane Bedford, '61, 
Ruth McKinnie, '62 
Navy: 'Margi Proctor. '63, 
Sheila Read, '63 
Pomeroy Mary Curtis> '60 
Severance: Abby Huberman, '61, 
Franca Trinchieri, '60 
Shafer: Ginny Tansey, '61 
Stone: Elir.at>elh Wolfe, '62 
Tower: Judy Walter, '61, 
Carol Newman, '62 
Hathaway Rouse 
Dividends On 
Y oztr Investment 
Rebates may 
pay for that 
S peci.al W eek -entl 
Collect T hem 
S tarting 
OCT. 19 
In 1955 the Ford Foundation turn-
ed its attention to the plight of the 
creative ar tist, and in 1957 started a 
program of grants in aid. 
Grants were given to len novelists 
and poets, to enable them to concen· 
ti·ate on their craft for two years. 
The program is aimed at published 
artists in their middle years (over 
30); candidates are nominated by 
leading figures in their fields. The 
Foundation also aided ten play-
wrights to have their plays produced 
by competent groups and paid each 
author's expenses so that he could 
assist in the production. 
The Mature Artist 
Ten singers and instrumentalists 
were :;elected, and each chose an 
American composer to write music 
for performance, with an orche:;tra, 
across the country. Similar aid is be-
ing given to painters, sculptors and 
directors. In all cases the Founda-
tion is most i nterested in a ma-
ture artist, whose career is at a 
standstill, or who has been forced lo 
interrupt his career due to financial 
pressures. 
At the same time that individuals 
were being helped, the Foundation 
undertook a study of the economic 
and social position of the artist in 
Lhe United States. The two year in· 
vestiga lion hopes to reveal lhe cli-
ma le of the arts today and lhe best 
ways to organize financial support of 
cultural institutions. 
Lincoln Center Unites Art 
One new cultural institution, lhe 
Lincoln Center Ior the Performing 
Arts. has received $12.5 million from 
the Foundation, the largest gift yet 
made in the cultural field. Located 
in ;\lanhattan, the Center will unite 
the Metropolitan Opera, the New 
York Philharmonic and the Juillard 
School 0£ Music. 
Jazz is considered by many to be 
a truly American art form. The New 
Orleans Jaz:: archives have been 
started -t Tulane University with 
the aid of a $75,000 grant from the 
Foundation. The progress of jazz up 
the Mississippi River and into the 
world will be traced and catalogued, 
and tape recordings will preserve 
the famous sounds of jazz. 
Scholarship Supported 
The scholar. through humanistic 
studies, .:ontributes to the Ameri· 
can cultural pattern. $312,220 went to 
University presses of scholarly books 
in the first year, and 147 books were 
published. In order that the Founda· 
tion should not impose its own liter· 
ary criteria, selection 0£ manuscripts 
is handled by the editorial board of 
the presses. 
To encourage what may be a 
renaissance of the opera in Ameri-
ca, $105,000 was granted in 1958 to 
the New York City Opera Company 
to present a five week season of op-
eras by con temporary American 
composers. This kind of experiment 
is being repeated across the country. 
Ford Foundation is also subsidizing 
experiments of light-weight inexpen-
sive opera scenery. The n<?w process 
uses large fiberglass panels, on to 
which is projected, through use of 
slides, the painted scenic design. 
SKIERS- A TTENTIONI , ____ ""'"''~ 
. I • ' 
= Kitchenette Ski Lodges Available for Rent ~ 
~ NEAR CANNON MOUNTAIN : 
~ 3'12 months beginning Jan. 1st. Depending on si:ie of lodge and bed : 
' capacity ALL-INCLUSIVE rate for each group skier would be ap- ' 
' prox imately $80 for the whole winter's lodging! Here's what you get: ' 
: *Lodges accommodating 4 to 1 O *Gas kitchenettes complete with : 
, persons dishes, tableware and utensils : 
~ * Automatic heat on individual * Double deck bunk beds & mattresses : 
, lli~- . ' 
: * Caretaker services <no frozen pipes) * Free s~ow plowrni; walk & roof : 
: * Instant bot water shovelmt : 
: * Ice skating on private lake *Free fire logs for fireplaces : 
' * Free ase of large game room in motel. ' 
: * Linens, towels and maid service optional at low cast : 
: W e are lust off new lnterstote Route 93, 15 minutes to Cannon Mt., 40 minutes : 
' !~l~e"~t'heiJ'°~~n~:r W,,'!1J::· d!:~~l~i5n:0o~rmf~~M~:.'~n·~':.t~~1.Y0-t'~1s"~;'! I 
' wonderful opportunity for ski clubs or groups of skl f r iends. ' 
: • BAKER BROOK MOT EL & SKI LODGE = 
: R oute 302. Li ttle to n, N.H., P hon e L i11le ton 4-2147 : 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.~ 
"He says he's from the Ford Fo11ndatio11, ancl why aren't yot~ 
home painting?" 
Drawing by Lorenz. (cl 1959 The "lew Yorker Magazine, Inc. 
Applicant Has Greater Voice 
In Selection of Her Society 
In joining societies this year, the card," she stressed. "Also, we prefer 
choice of the individual girl rather to consider societies as a single unit. 
than that of the society will play the rather than individual one, and a9-
dominant role, according to Alice sume thaL if a girl has registered. 
Bean '60, Chairman of Intersociety she wishes to join a society.'' 
Council. Each society customarily takes 
This is one of several changes one-sixth or the total applicants. To 
which have been made in the selec- dale 214 juniors and 36 seniors have 
lion procedure by the Central Com· registered, but this number is ex-
mittee. Also, instead of having each peeled lo drop after the final teas 
member of the society number her this afternoon. All work of the Cea-
choices of new members, then com· lral Commillee is kept absolutely 
piling a choice list, each member confidential, even from pre:;ent so-
will block he.· choices into groups of ciety members, and final invitations 
ten. The Central Committee repre- will be issued early in the week: of 
sentalive !or- that society will then October 19. 
c·mpile the preference list into simi-
lar groups oi ten on this basis. 




At the two meetings of the com-
mittee next week, every effort will 
be made lo place each girl in one of 
her first three choices, explained 
Alice. Previcusly the committee bas 1\i Co11[erenee 
met for this purpose only once, but 
two sessions will make possible a 
more careful job. Choice lists of the 
societies will be used only when 
necessary to solve problems .vhich 
arise. 
"We know from past years," said 
Alice, "that it will be possible to 
comply with the first three choices 
of a large majority of the girls. Each 
girl must list all six choices on her 








Paul R. Barstow, Director of 
Theatre at Wellesley College, will 
preside at the Eighth Annual Con· 
vention of the New England Theatre 
Conference, to be held on Satur· 
day, October 17, 1959, at the Boston 
University School of Fine and Ap-
plied Arts, 857 Commonwealtll 
Avenue. 
At the Convenlion Luncheon, Mr. 
Barstow will pre;;ent the annual New 
England Theatre Cooierenc.e award 
for "Creative Achievement in tho 
American Theatre" to Messrs·. Rich-
ard Rodgers and Oscar Hamme.l'-
stein 11. Messrs. Rodgers and Ham-
merstein will talk about th<?ir col-
laboration on such musicals as 
Oklahoma, Carou~el, Soutlt Pacific, 
the current Flower Drtim Song, and 
the new Sound of Music. 
The morning schedule includes aa 
address on "The Impact of Theatre• 
by Miss Peggy Wood, the di&-
tingu ished ach"ess and President f)f 
the American National Theatre an• 
Continued on Page Five 
COLONIAL CAB 
OL 3-4500 
Make plans now for Football 
Special Round Trip Rates 
to # 128 (for 4 girls) 
Limousine Service for 8 to 
New Haven - Hanover 
Weekends 
Call us and let us help you arr fNlge tram1portation 
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Harri1nan Cites l(re11tlin 
For Fostering Revolution 1 
work system for t-ach studt•nt \\:IS 1 
not aimt•cl just at forcing the intel-
lectuals to "g<•t their hand' cl1.-ty but 
also to get th1• intPlll·clual' to de· 
--elop concern for Jlu<.sia's economic 
future." 
AVERELL HARRIMAN 
Former New York Governor 
"'The Kremlin today is just as de-
termined to sponsor a world revolu-
tion as it was in the days of Stalin," 
staled former Governor of New 
York, Averel: Harriman al a lecture 
at Ford Hall Forum Sunday night. 
Speaking of "Peace with Russia," 
Mr. Jlarrima11 warned his audience 
11ot to be deceived by Khrushchev's 
new strategy aimed at peaceful co-
t'Xislence wilh the West. "War in the 
economic sphere does not mean 
peace for us at all," he said. 
No Internal Discontent 
Mr. Harriman >aid that Ru,sia's 
n ·w line with the West does not 
stem from any "internal softening., 
in the U.S.S.R. it-elf. "There is no 
wule-sprt>ad fl>eling at all in favor of 
l"hanging the present regime," stated 
the former go\ 1.-rnor. 
Mr. llarriman al'o n•futed the idea 
that Khru,hche\ 's steps to\\ ard the 
drcenlrahzat ion of Soviet indu~try 
were promptl•cl by discontent in the 
rnnks below. "Rather." he observed, 
'"decentralization has been a useful 
force for unleashing individual mi-
tiative." 
A Smile from Ike 
Admittin& that he did see signs of 
"ferment" against the regime in the 
Russian universities, Mr. Harriman 
explained that Khrushchev's 2-year 
LAST CHANCE 
To have your private number 
included in the 
COLJ.EGE PHONE BOOK 
sign your name, dorm and phone 
number on a card in your dorm. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
COLLEGE GUEST HOUSE 
Cnearesl lo campus) 
Twin Beds, bath v.llh shower 
A most comfodable quiet, New Eng-
lana h'>me with real hospitalilJ. 
Mrs. Enid Louise Fairbairn 
18 Upland Road, Wellesley 
Telephone - CE 5-2708 
Lost: gold Malle•e cro.ir Delta Pbl 
fraternity pin. See Nancy Palm. 
Frttman Hall, CE 5-2295. 
Do ~·ou "'ant to learn more d.bout 
I.he iiu1t~r. Jr oo call Jani! Schroeder 
at CE 7· 95.'SO, 
Attention Tape Buyers 
Two Week Special· BO left 
5" 600 ft. Mylar Audiotape 
7" Empty Reel 
Both for $2e 90 
cilso 
Phono stands with casters 
Priced from 6.95 up 
Record Rack 
CE 6-1250 
10 Central St. 
Charge Accounts Invited 
Facl'cl w11"1 the advent of an ever· 
expanding Russian economy, the 
U.S.. \1r. Harriman indicated. must 
assure the Pussians that we do not 
want war either. Mr. Harriman 
recornmendc that President Eisen· 
hower visit Russia lo assure the peo-
r-Je of our peaceful intentions. 
Mr. Harriman spoke of the Presi· 
dent as the symbol of U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
alliance during World War II. "If he 
would see the Russians personally 
and keep telling them that we de-
sire peace," ;;emarked Harriman. "'his 
captivating smile will convince them 
of our sincerity." 
If any girls hne slides which are 
relevant to S.O. work here or abroad 
•nd would be will ing to let me bor-
row them for publicity purposes dur· 
Ing the fund drive week, please contact 
me lmmecllately. 
Carol Reed, Severance 
CE 5·4130 
Eastern 
Oct. 10 17 
Brown Dartmouth• Penn,• 
Columbia Yale• I Harvard ' 
Cornell I Harvard• Vole 
Dartmouth I Brown 1 B?ston c. 
H•rv1rd I Cornell I Columbia 
Penn. I Princeton• Brown 
renn. I Colgate 
Y•le Columbia Cornell• 
Amherst Bowdoin 




A.I. I Princeton• 
Holy Crou Cornell• 
f Princ~ton• Columbia 
Harvard.,. Yale• 
I Dartmouth Penn.• 
I Navy Harvard• 
I Cornetl Brown 
Colgate Dartmouth 
I Union 
Nov 7 14 21 
I Corn•ll' Harvard I 
I Qu1mouth I Penn. I Rutger~ 
\Brown I Dartmouth' 
I Columbl•• I Cornell l Princeton 
I Princeton I erown• I v.1 .. • 
I Y•I• I Columbl•' 
I Huvard• lv•I• I I Dutmouth 
I P•nn~• I Princeton• l Harvard 
I I Trinity IWilllams• 
J Wesleyan• I Amherst 
.. But America's 
most famous 
lady does it! 
No Paris de.«ign of '59 is 
more lovely than this 
agdess beauty, a gift 
from France 75 years 
ago. Miss Liberty has 
welcomed millions to 
these shores with the 
words, "Give me your 
tired, your poor, your 
huddled masses yearn-
ing to bceathe free ... I 
lift my lamp be.side 
the golden door." 
When you're in New 
York. be sure to make 
the trip over to see Miss 
Liberty. And wherever 
you are right now, en-
joy the cigarette that's 
kindest to your taste. 
That's CM: Low in tar, 
with more taste to it. No 
wonder more americans 
switch to UM every day! 
Live Modem ... switch 
to UM! 
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Whose Tuslis? ... 
Continued from Page One 
CALDWELL'S TUSK 
when the relics were uncovered dur-
jng digging operations outside of 
Scarborough. Mr. Caldwell stated 
that his main purpose in inspectfag 
the discoveries was "to study the land 
immediately surrounding them, but 
by the time I arrived it was impos-
sible to tell ju~t exactly where they 
bad been found." 
The domestic elephant theory was 
given ground by a reporter who 
found in ancient archives that an old 
traveling circus elephant (a great 
favorite in 1850, named 'Big Mol') 
had escaped near Portland. 'Mol' met 
her end at the gun of an irate far· 
mer, but no one really knows where 
the :;hooting occurred. 
Great Improbabilities 







Here's money-saving news 
for students, faculty and all 
other college personnel. Dur-
ing weekends and college 
vacations, Sheraton offers 
you special low rates- even 
lower rates when two or more 
occupy the same room. 
Special group rates are pro-
vided for athletic teams, 
clubs, other college organ-
izations, 
You get these discounts at 
any of Sheraton's 54 hotels 
In the U.S.A., Hawaii and 
Canada. Just present your 
Sheraton I.D. card when you 
register. To get a Sheraton 
_ ,1.D. eard, contact: _ ""' 
Ra; ....... u ex Whitcomb 
572 Washington St. 
Wellesley, Mass. 
CE 5-4900 
discoveries being the remains of 
'Big Mo!' are great. With only one 
elephant unaccounted for in the 
area. it would be a great coincidence 
to have found il. Presuming that it 
were the runaway beast, Mr. Cald· 
well finds it strange that only these 
few pieces remain. And as Mr. Cald· 
well's assistant, Elizabeth Jenney '61, 
observed. circus elephants usually 
don't have tusks. 
Conclusive Either Way 
In the case for the historic masto-
don there are nearly as many ques· 
tions. The remnants found appeared 
to be quite fresh, but Mr. CaldweJJ 
promptly displayed an apparently 
normal snailshell which he disclosed 
to be 10,000 years old. 
The most important discrepancy 
seems to b· that many prominent 
geologists believe mosl of Maine was 
submerged under the ocean 5,000 
years ago when the mastodon roam-
ed North America. One may have 
floated in on an iceberg and been 
buried but that is rather improbable. 
The other possibility is one 
which may make this discovery high-
ly important in glacial history. If 
tests prove the tusk to be that of a 
mastodon it will help geologists and 
archeologists prove that the land in 
t hat area ha<' emerged from the sea 
by the time of the animal's death. 
II not ... many old fans will know 
what finally became of ·OJd Mo!'. 
OCT. 16 and 17 
appearing in person 
LESTER LANIN 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
$3.65 Pet Couple 8oth Night• 
Golf: OL 3-9830 




Golf Bow ling 
Coffee Shop 
ROUTE 9 NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS 
Dates Announced 
For Grad Exa1ns 
The Graduate Record Exantina-
tions, required of applicants for ad· 
mission to " number of graduate 
schools and by an increasing num-
ber o( donors of graduate fellow-
ships, will be administered at exami-
nation centers on November 21, 1959. 
and Januar) 16, April 23 and July 
9, 1960. 
The GRE tests h1clude a test of 
general scholastic ability and ad· 
vance level tesl> of achievement in 
sixteen different subject matter 
fields. Candidates are permitted to 
take the Aptitude Test and / or one 
of the Advanced Tests. Each appli-
cant should ask the graduate school 
of his choic• which of the examina-
tions he should take and on which 
dates. Applicants for graduate school 
fellowships are often asked to take 
the designated examinations in the 
fall. 
A Bulletin of Information, includ· 
ing an application, provides details 
cf registration and administraton as 
well as sample questions, and may be 
obtained fror.1 Miss Kathleen Elliott, 
Recorder. Completed applications 
must be received ~t least fifteen 
days before the date of the lest for 
which the candidate is applying. 
Law Aptitude Test 
Offered 4 Times 
The Law School Admission Test 
required of applicants !or admission 
lo a number of leading American 
law schools. will be given throughout 
the United States on lhe mornings of 
'.'Jovember 14, 1959, February 20. 
April 9 and August 6, 1960. 
A candidate must make separate 
application for admission to each la:-V 
quire of each whether it wishes him 
to take the Law School Admission 
Test and when. Candidates for ad-
mission to next year's classes are ad-
vised to take either the November 
or the February test. 
The Law School Admisslon Test 
features objective questions measur-
ing verbal ... ptitudes and reasoning 
ability rather than acquired informa-
tion. Sample questions and informa-
tion regarding registration for and 
administration of the test are given 
in a Bulletin of Information. The Bui· 
letin. which include:; an application 
for the test, may be obtained from 
Miss Kathleen Elliott, Recorder, four 
to six weeks in advance of, the de-
sired testing date. Completed appli-
cations must be received at least two 
weeks before the dale of the test. 
Quincy House Innovation, 
Offers Split Level Styling 
By Nancy Bri ska '62 
The newest hall at Harvard isn't 
ivy-covered. and it's large pictu1·e 
windows will probably thwart the 
Senate ... 
Barstow.' •. 
Continued frorn Page Three 
Academy. In the afternoon, Floyd 
Rinker, Director of the Council for 
a Television Course in the Humani-
ties for Secondary Schools, and Dr. 
Mary Agnella Gunn of the B. U. 
School of Education will speak on 
"Filmed Less1ms in Drama." One 
of the pilot s .. ~s films produced by 
the Council will be screened, that 
on "The Character of Oedipus." Con-
cluding the program will be the 
highly acclaimed one-man theatrical 
scrapbook, "Merely Players," by the 
leading Canadian actor and recent 
star of Group 20's Theatre-on-the-
Green productiions, Barry Morse. 
Students from Wellesley College 
attending the convention will in-
clude: Barbara Babcock '60, Presi· 
dent of Barnswallows Dramatic Asso-
ciation; Pat Adel '60, Director of Ex-
perimental Theatre; Susa11 Bjut'man 
'62; Ellen Cowley '62; and Barbara 
Jean Watt '62. 
Any one wishing to attend the 
convention may do so by paying a 
non-member · registration fee of 
$1.00. Tickets for the Convention 
Luncheon are $2.50, and reservations 
should be made with Miss Marie L. 
Philips, 50 Exchange street, Wal-
tham, Massachusetts. 
instincts of any hardy greenery 
that attempts to cling lo its walls. 
But the men of Quincy House do 
find compensations for this dearth 
of tradition - privacy, liquid re-
freshment and total utilization <>f 
space. 
Built with the intent of providing 
more housing al less cost - and cor· 
reeling the faults of the older neo-
georgian houses, Quincy is a radical 
departure from Harvard's other 
buildings. Ornate moldings and in-
dividual fireplaces have been left 
out .of the modern-looking eight. 
story strucl u re, and clean-cut con-
temporary lines included. 
Skip-Stop Elevators 
Quincy is organized along the 
lines of :i seven-tloor layer cake 
rather t han on the traditional entry 
system. There are Jiving rooms Oil 
the third and sixth floors-and this 
is where the elevators stop. The 
second, fourth. fifth and seventh 
floors are made up of study-bed-
rooms, which are in no way con-
nected by a hall or corridor. 
The Quincy man, then, to get to 
his room, takes the elevator to 
either the third or sixth floor. He 
walks down the spacious corridor 
to his red, aqua, or yellow living 
room door. lf he bas forgotten his 
key he rings a melodious doorbell 
Bedrooms are upstairs or down, de-
pending upon whether the suite ties 
into the floor above or below. 
Luxury or Efficiency? 
The living l"Oom features a large 
picture window. indirect lighting 
and a Lile floor. Each study-bedroom 
part of the suite contains a small re-
frigerator with ~helf and outlet 
above providing a place fo1· a hot-
plate. The individual :>edrooms are 
so completely soundproofed that 
the occupant cannot hear a hi-fi 
in the living room above (or below). 
Harvard's attempts at economy 
are obvious in a survey of Quincy's 
bare walls, of which only one of 
four is painted, and in the lack 
of a corridor on the study-bedroom 
floor. The refrigerato11s, the most 
luxurious feature, wel'e provided so 
that damage would not be done to 
lhe building when carted in and 
out, as is prevalent in other Har-
vard houses. 
Design For Academic Living 
Quincy has three main divisions: 
the dormitory part just described, 
a two-story commons section, and 
the house library which juts out 
in to the courtyard, raised from 
its level b> four pillars. In the 
commons section, the dining room 
has been placed near the junior and 
senior commons rooms so that in· 
telleclual enthusiasm and ideas may 
flow unhampered into the former 
from the latter. The music room, 
art studio, photo-darkroom, recrea-
tion room, laund1·y room, snack bar 
and television room (to compete 
with Elsie's) seem to put Quincy in 
a class with other small-size villas. 
Quincy can house nine tutors. 
The master, John N. Bullitt '43, lives 
on the eighth floor. Associates of 
the House include David Reisman, 
Paul J. Tillich and David Rockefel-
ler. The house will be affiliated with 
Holmes Hall. primarily on an in-
tellectual basis. 
DOT DASHEOS THROUGH He:R ASSIGNMENT Al.ID a.I "THE 
NIGHT OF iHS FAW. BAU. ••• 
DOT, YOU DANCE DIVINSL.Y. 
YOU'RE SO 1.IGHT ON MY 
Ff:ETl 
l 'M AL.WAYS DA~ING 
ON AIR, PAI-, SINCE: 
I BECAME A 
SMrTH-CORONA 
GAJ..! 
Get Smith·Corona's new P<lrlable now, 
and receive free from Smllh·Corona a 
$23.95 course 0n records that teaches 
touch typing In just 10 days! 
Slllitl1-Coron1 Silent S11ptt. The world's 
first and fastest portable. Complete 11-rth 
carrying case. Choice of colors. Only $5 
down, 24 months to pay. 
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John Carter To Highlight 
Rare Book Room Opening 
"You are cord ially invited to al· Among t he collector'l:> items is the 
tend the opening of t he new Rare copy of Spencer's Faerie Queen, 
Book Room .. on the evening of dated 1617. with the coat of arms 
October 8, 1959. John Carter will belonging to Sir Kenelm Digby and 
speak at eigh t-thirty o'clock in the h is wife on the binding. 1t also 
P ope Room on 'information, En- contains the autograph of a friend 
lightenment, and Delig ht.'" of Samuel Pepys and the bookplate 
The Wellesley Library has issued of t he famous English collector, 
this scholarly invitation to Friends Lord Amherst of Hackney. 
of the Wellesley College Library, Other examples are the first edi· 
members of lhe faculty, a nd studen t t ion of Emily Dickinson's Poem.~ 
r ep resentatives, who may partici- presented by Christina Rosetti to 
pate in the formal opening oC the her brother. William Michael, and 
new Rare Book Room- the copy of the writings of Erasmus 
Distinguished Speaker owned by John Eliot, Apostle to t he 
The announced speaker, John Car- Indians, when he was converting 
ter, is a b ibliographical consultant t hem in Natick in 1653. 
and American representative for the Included i n the exhibition are 
famous English auction house Sothe· volumes containing the bookplates 
b~ & Co., as well as a scholar who of such well known authors as Ed-
has written a number of books and ward Gibbon, Charles Dickens, 
articles Tbomas Hardy, Edward Fitzg~rald, 
He has represented Charles Scrib- A. E. Housman and H ugh Walpole. 
ner's Sons, Ltd. in Europe and at 
one time became t heir Managing Di-
r ector in London. Later he was 
named Commander of the British 
Empire for h is services as Personal 
Assistan t to Her Majesty's ambas· 
sador in Washington. 
Uncovers Frauds 
Mr. Carter became known to the 
college after publishing the work 
Art Enquiry into the Nature of Cer-
tain Nineteenth Century Pamphlets 
which exposed twenty-six notorious 
forgeries in the Wellesley collection 
i tself. The most important of these 
was a copy of Sonnets From the 
Portuguese which was said to have 
belonged to Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing's friend Miss Mitford. All these 
fraudulent pamphlets uncovered by 
Mr. Carter are now being exhibited 
to the public in the Rare Book 
Room. 
The other exhibition arranged for 
the occasion is separated into two 
categories: gifts purchased from 
t he funds donated by the Friends 
of the Wellesley Library, and a 
sampling of books of distinguished 
proi·e11ance found in the Wellesley 
Collections. 
Among the twenty-two gifts of 
the Friends are Sir Thomas Moore's 
Utopia published in Basle in 1518; 
t he rare first edition of the first 
book of William Buller Yeats; 
.Mosaiila (Dublin, 1886); and an un-
published manuscrip; Memorandum 
Book Containing the Day and Night 
Thoughts of Elizabeth Barrett writ-
t e n by her at the age of twelve. 
Provenance 
Distinguished provenance marks 
m any volumes in the Wellesley Col-
lection. Mr. Carter definest proven-
a nce in his book, ABC for Book Col-
lectors, as " the pedigree of a book's 
previous ownersh ip." 
Swimming classes for children 
of faculty, administration and 
alumnae or Wellesley College will 
begin October 15 at the Recrea· 
tion Building, Wellesley College. 
The course will be conducted by 
Mrs. Evelyn Howard, Instructor 
of P hysical Educalion al Welles· 
ley College, assisted by two stu-
dents, both qualified Red Cross 
Instructors. Classes will be held 
on Thursday aft<'rnoons, 3:30 to 
4:15. 
The fee for one term of sixteen 
lessons will be five dollars, and 
the size of the class will be Jim· 
ited to 35. Regardless of swim-
ming ability, children must be at 
least 4'6" and under fourteen 
·years of age. 
Registration must be done by 
mail. Registration cards, which 
may be obtained through the De· 
partment of Physical Education 
at Wellesley College, should be 
returned with check for five dol· 
lars by October 13. 
NFTY ALUMNI 
(Reform Jewish Youtb) 
If interested In 
continuing activities 





MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - ALL TYPES 
NEW an.d USED 
Ukeleles! Guitars! BonCJOS! 
Extensive Library -
Classical and Popular Sheet Music, Methods, etc. 
Complete Repa ir Department -
Brass, Woodwind, and String lnstrumen~ 
Pick up and Delivery Service 
WELLESLEY MUSIC CENTER 
at the R ecord Rack 
70 CENTRAL STREET CE 5-7398 
Peyre... Questionnaire .•• 
Continued from Page One 
Mawr (1925-28> and the University 
Continued from Page One 
o{ courses and t he schedule was Linda Sanders '60 to Earl Alger , 
of Cairo (1933-36>. responsible. University of Delaware '58, Harvard Divin ity School '61. 
He is one of 24 leading American Sixty per cent cut fewer classes Margaret E. Diener '60 to Jo hn A. 
and European scholars now serving tha n previously, with only 3 per Maxwell, Harvard '55. Harvard Medi-
on the advisory committee for the cent cu tting mo re. The question on cal School '61. 
publication of lhe newly-acquired using the library was apparently Sally Tracy '60 to James D. Rus-
Boswell Papers of the Yale Library. inconclusive, since th ere is no way sell, MIT '59, MIT Graduate School 
He )las served since 1950 as a mem- of telli ng whether all students '60. 
J anet Malm '61 to Keith Lindgren, 
ber (}f the selection committee of took the question to refer only to Harvard '5S; Lionelde J ersey Fellow-
lhe John Simon Guggenheim Founda the main library, or to department ship lo Emman uel College, Cambridge 
tion; as a member of the Board of libraries also. Answers to queslions bridge University '59; Harvard Medi-
Di rectors of the American Council of concerning need of more class time cal School '63. 
Learned Societies (t952-J956); and for a particular course and the ;::::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:::; 
was elected in 1953 as a member or number of hours requir ed for a 
t he Philosophical Society. Ile is the course per week were inconclusive 
au thor of fourteen volume" and a since opinions split almost exactly 
great many articles, in half 
or. Paul Sche rer of the Union 
The ological Seminary In New York City 
will preech in the Houghton Meorno· 
r ial Chapel on Sunday, October 11 . 




It filters as 
no single filter can 
for mild, full flavor! 
rareyton 




I Logan Int. Airport - Gate 16 
• l PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE and MUSIC 
• 
• 
: No Cover No Minimum 
• i ! OPEN 8:00 A.M. • 1 :00 A .M. DAILY i 
; ............................................... ; 
HERE'S HOW THE ~ FILTER DOES IT: 
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED...CHARCOAL .. . defi· 
nitely Qroved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth •• , 
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the 
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste! 
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Festival Impressions ••• 
Continued from Poge One 
Malvin Rivkin went to the Fes- Lawyer Plans Ahead 
tivaJ as a member of the AYFO. A member of the Communist af-
He is a planning officer for MI'f, fili t d N y k CJ'II F 
Great Hall, Main Rooms of Tower Court 
Receive Face-Lifting in Elegant Gothic Style 
and a city planner by profession. a e ew or group, 1 • A gift of $50,000 from the James ing rooms and the dining hall of The story began in 1914, as the 
Graduated from Harvard in 1953, Thompson made bis plans early in 
he was granted a Fullbright fellow- the year to gain access to the Fes-
11hip to Holland for the purpose of tival meetings, and that is why be 
studying Sociology and History. Mr. registered with the Communist U. S. 
Rivkin received his Masters degree 
Foundation of New York made pos- Tower Court, in keeping with the charred ruins of old College Hall 
sible the redecoration during the standard of elegance with which it stood still smouldering in the morn-
summer of the Great Hall, other liv- was originall:· built. ing mist, and headlines and editorials 
were being written all over the world 
from MIT in 1956. "I wanted to go Festival Committee. "Actually, there Ohs~enity 
Probed in 
Limitation telling of the courage and orderli-ness with which the Wellesley stu-dents filed from the burning building 
at 3;00 a.m. The world became keen-
Jy aware of Wellesley and many peo-
ple sent gifts to the college. 
to the Festival," he stated "to tey were many neutrals in the group,'' 
to counteract some of the negative be said. Mr. Thompson is a 1956 
propaganda that would be dispensed Harvard graduate, and was President 
about the United States. And-I just of the Crimson his senior year. He 
wanted w see bow the Communists 
would run the thing." is a Rhodes scholar, and was award-
Send lOC for lntormat1on and 
Sw•IC:h Sook or 36 8t"IU11fUI Colors 
Chocolatt ShocJtlnc Pink 
Rutt Dusty Ron 
N.ti1ural Buraundy 
a.111 hd 
Cream Rtd Of1n11 
Whitt Surnl Ounce 
Mustlrd Hol Or1n1e 
Gohl PurnphHt 
MalH Charc.oat 
Pitt Yellow r11n 'rtJ 











38"' Width - 19t ptr )'atd 
j 52• Wtdlh - lk ~' Y••d 
I ••o .. Wid1h Twe~ds - 75c per 1ard 
5h1ppiria Charaes couect 
When In New York, 
l ~t Our Store. ....,,.--.., Dept. II I 
pj·T·-·~r.t:r- 121 w .. 1 4th s1. •i•- ~ ~ Ntw Yor~ 14, N. f , 
ed a B.A. degree in Jurisprudence 
from Oxford in 1958. At present he 
is in his third year at the Harvard 
Law School. 
Warren Harshman also was gradu-
ated from Harvard in 1956. A mem-
ber of the International Commission 
of the National Students Associa-
tion, he traveled with the A YFO 
delegates. At the present Mr. 
Harshman is studying the Sovi-et 
Union for bis Masters degree. At 
the Festival he was particularly in-
terested in observing the leftist 
groups of Africa and Asia, and like 
Mal Rivkin. in observing student af-
fairs and the Russian techniques. 
AL'S 
DELICATESSEN 
79 Central St. 
CE 5-5015 
Quick Service on Phone Orders 
Open Sundays 
If you enjoy eating, 




"There are some things which no 
government would tolerate publish-
ing, On the other hand, it's an ex-
cellent thing to let people have 
their say,'' remarked Arthur E. 
Sutherland, Bussey Professor of 
Law at Harvard, in a recent inter-
view. 
The constitutional authority ex-
plained that legislation often in-
corporates ideals with which every-
one agrees, "but there are areas in 
which ideals may conflict." Such is 
the situation with regulation of ob-
scene material .in art forms. 
Limitation ... 
The problem of what should be 
published, mailed and read is an old 
one, brought to public attention by 
the Lody Chatterly fiascos. "I don't 
know anybody who says anyone 
should be allowed to publish what-
ever he wants to without limitation," 
said Mr. Sutherland. The difficulty 
is in determining what the limi· 
tation shall be and in presenting 
these limits in comprehensible leg-
islation. 
The professor noted that statutes 
usually include many adjectives such 
as uJewd," "dirty/' "immoral/' or 
"lascivious," words which make legal 
rulings greatly subjective. 
• •• By our ••• 
The result of such legisation is 
the "exercising of individuals' opin-
ion:; at particular moments. You 
cannot get away from personal cons-
ICE SKATING 
at its finest 
ST. MORITZ 
ICE SKATING STUDIO 
475 Washington St. Wellesley 
CE 5-6669 
e Comfortably Heated e Hi-Fi Music 
BOSTON'S FINEST ••• 
Figure Skat ing School 
and 
Private Skating Center 
COMPLETE "PRO SHOP" 
• Skating Apparel • Ice Skates 
• Sharpening • Complete Skate Equipment 
Interview 
cience,'' he stated. 
Mr. Sutherland noted that "the 
ideal is objectivity in an essentially 
subjective realm. We don't want 
decisions left to the whim of an 
individual, but you cannot measure 
matters of human anaylsis quanti-
tively as you can chemicals." 
PROFESSOR SUTHERLAND 
••• Own Choice 
If Mr. Sutherland himself were 
asked to draft a statute limiting 
dispersal of obscene matter, be feels 
he would make it as simple as pos-
sible. ''I would use one word like 
'obscene' to define that which 
wouJd be prohibited." He would 
leave decisions to authoritative in-
dividuals who are in their positions 
because they have t.he people's trust. 
"I would rather be gov~rned by 
a discreet individual than by a book 
or set formula," he explained 
Mr. Sutherland, a former secre-
tary to Justice Holmes has co-
authored Coses ond Material.s on 
Commercioi Tro1tsactions and Con-
stitutio11ol Law ond other Problems. 
Alterations On 
Ladies Clothes 
Mrs. Ruby Cassell 
7 Parkma n St. 
OL 3-4901 
Will Pick Up and Deliver 
Appointments Mon. & Wed, 
Evenings 
If Convenient Call Between 




Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 10:45 
Sat. 6- Sun. 4 - 10:45 
Catering For All Parties 
*Nezt to the 
Ballroom in Alum Rall 
First Aft e r Fir e 
Ellen Stebbins James, living in 
New York. became interested. She 
was not an alumna but she was a 
good friend o! Louis McNoy North, 
the only Wellesley alumna that was 
to be a trustee, a faculty membe~· and 
president of the Alumnae Associa-
tion. Mrs. North influenced Mrs. 
James to make a generous donation 
to Wellesley for the purpose of build-
ing a large dormitory, Tower Court, 
on the site of the destroyed building. 
This, the first building to be built 
after the fire, was opened in Sep. 
tember, 1915. The gift was anony-
mous and credited to the class of 
1879 until the time of Mrs. James' 
death, when the donor was announc-
ed. Her son, Arthur Curtiss James, 
established the James Foundation in 
his will in 1941. Jn recent years the 
Foundation gave a generous gift to 
the library, but it has always been 
particularly interested in Tower 
Court. 
Rug Changes Scheme 
The redecoration committee began 
planning last November, but had to 
alter its color scheme when the 
large oriental rug in the middle of 
Great Hall arrived in January as a 
gift of the James Foundation. The 
Foundation changed its headquarters 
last year Irom the James mansion to 
an office building, and offered the 
furnishings which they could no long-
er use to the college. Several rugs 
were selected for use in Tower 
Court. 
The general effort was to make the 
rooms seem more homelike by mod-
ern standards while retaining the 
gothic elegance that is so much a 
part o! Tower Court. A new floor, 
new ceiling and paint job refreshed 
the dining room. The old black 
chandeliers were raised and painted 
gold. In Great Hall colors were fresh-
ened, wood and stone washed and 
poUshed am chairs and lamp shades 
replaced. The new crewel curtains 
(embroidery done in big stitches) are 
being woven in England and should 
arrive shortly. 
Mrs. Fran. G. Allen of Boston, a 
trustee and alumna of Wellesley, was 
chairman of the committee in charge 
of redecoration. Other members of 
the committee were Mrs. Alexander 
C. Forbe~ of Needham, Mrs. Charles 
D. Post of Wellesley Hills, Mrs. Rich-
ard Wengren of Wellesley and Mrs. 
Asa Tenney, Director of Residence 
of Wellesley College. 
Downstairs 
Opening 
Thurs., Oct. 8 featuring 
• BUD 6- TRAVIS 
Direct Jrom ''Blue Angel" 
•ROLF CAHN 
Flamenco--Ballads-Blues 
Try Our COFFEE SHOPPE 
• Ice Cream Originals • Charco Grill 
TAKE OUT ORDERS 
and DELIJlERY SERVICE 
CE 5-9685 
St. Moritz Coffee Shoppe 
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WE l ESLEY COLLE.GE 
OCT 9 t~~!:.i 
U'Jill'lPY 
This " 'eek • ID Bosiou1 
T HEATRE 
Heartbreak House, Shaw's comedy 
about a retired sea captain, is no" 
in its last week al the Shubert 
Theater in Boston Maurice Evans, 
Sam Levine and Diane Cilento play 
leading roles 
At the Wilbur, The Miracle Work· 
er concludes its Boston engagement 
Satur day evening. In this new play 
by William Gibson. Anne Bancroft 
portrays Annie Sullivan. the woman 
who taught Helen Keller to speak 
and understand. Pat Neal and Torin 
Thatcher are also featured in the 
cast. 
October 10 will prol'ide a last OP· 
portunity, too, to sec Julie Harris. 
June Havoc, and Farley Granger in 
The Warm Peninsula at tbe Colonial. 
The Irish Rcperto1·y Theater of 
Dublin will present lwo plays, Riders 
to the Sea and Pot of Broth at N.E. 
Mutual Hall Oclobcr 9-12. 
MUSIC 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra 
will play selections from La Mon-
tame and Franck, in addition to 
Haydn's Symphony. The Friday aft· 
ernoon performance will be given 
at 2:15; Saturday's al 8:30, al S.vm· 
phony Hall, Boston. 
MOVIES 
He Who Must Die, a widely-ac-
claimed French film. will open Oc-
tober 11 at the BralUe Theater in 
Cambridge This compelling drama 
concerns a group of Greek peasant> 
whose roles in a Passion play come 
to effect them deeply; graduall~· 
they believe themselves to be the 
New Testament characters whom 
they have portrayed. 
Look Back in Anger, adapled from 
John Osborne·, prize-winning play. 
continues al the Beacon Hill Theater. 
Richard Bu1·ton, Claire Bloom and 
Mary Ure star in this English drama 
in which rebellion, wit, tende rness 
and compassion have been ::.ucce!:>S· selection s from hb own poctr~. 
fully combined. COMING EVENTS: 
The French adaptation of Arthur 
Miller's The Crucible is no~ playing 
al the Capri on Copley Square. Tbe 
film (which is enacted in French 
wilh English subtillesl stars Simone 
S ignore!, Mylene Demongeol and 
Yves Montand. 
Foreign film e n thusiasts will not 
want to miss the Swedish picture 
Wiid Strawberries, currenlly being 
shown at the Exeter. Victor Sjos· 
trom plays the leading role in the 
movie; the di1·cclor is Ingmar Berg-
man, remembered from his many 
previous successes. including The 
Seventh Seal. 
LECTURE 
At 8 :00 on S unday nil{ht. October 
LI , the Ford Hall Forum will proud-
ly present An Evening W ith Robert 
Frost, who will entertain by reading 




l'or }' orir I 11dim1 S1tm m e r 
HILL artd DALE 
BOSTON THEATRE 
On October 7 Rodger::. and Ham-
merstein's lalesl musical, Sound of 
Music will open a three week pre-
Broadway trial at the Shubert. Mary 
Martin. Theodore Bikcl. Pat Neway 
and Marion Marlowe have the lead-
ing r oles in Sound of Music, whose 
story is based on the life of the re-
knowned Trapp F'amily S ingers. 
The Highest Tree, which reveals 
two climactic days in lhe life of an 
alomic scientist. opens at the Coloni· 
al on Oclobe1· 19. 
World'.~ Fin<' st 
DIXIELAND 







AND HIS FAMOUS 
ALL STAR 
JAZZ BAND 
(No Cou"r, No Minimum) 
OPEN till 9 P.M. 
Wednesday • Thursday • Friday 
Wellesley$ newest and most beautiful 




~ ~ $1tOPPW' WORlll 
EXIT 13, MASS. PIKE 
NOW THRU TUESDAY 
"Anatomy Of A Murder" 
James Stewart - Lee Remick 
"Anatomy of a Murder" 
Daily at • 1 :45 - 6:45 • 9 :30 
S at .. Sun., Hol. - 1 :10 • 4 . 6:45 • 9:30 
l Adults - Matinees .75c E-ve's., Sun., Hol. - $1 .25 J 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills 
Eves. a t 7:54 
Sundays Continuous beginning at 4:45 
Now Showing Ends Sat., Oct 10 
Mats. Wed. & Sat. at I & 3:30 
WALT DISNEY'S " DARl5Y O ' GILL 
AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE" 
Eve. Co-Hit: " A PRIVATE'S AFFAIR" 
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed. 
Oct. 11 ·12-13-14 
Mats. Mon. & Wed. at 2 
FRANK SINATRA in 
''A HOLE IN THE HEAD,. 
" New York~ New York" 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Oct. 15·16·1' 
ROBERT STACK and CHAS. COBURN 
in 
"JOHN PAUL JONES" 
Disney's " Donald in Mathmagic Land" 
(By the author of "Rally Ho1111d the Flug, I~s", 
"I JV os o 7'enH1f1P Dwarf", Ptc.) 
FASTER, FASTER! 
Colleue enrollment continue!! t-0 spirit upward. The need for 
more ... cl<1ssrooms and more teachrr:; 11;row:; more d<':;prrnte daily. 
Dut cl:.t."srooms, alils, do not ~pring up like mushrooms-nor 
teachers like :May flie". Ro whnl mu~t we do while we build more 
classroom,; uncl trnin more tN>cher"'( 'Ve IJIU~L gf't lwtt.cr use out 
or the clttssrooms an<l tcachera wc now lw.ve. That's what we 
must do. 
Thi::; column, normnlly a vPhide of good-humored foolery, 
will todav for--ake l:rnghlN tu cxmni11e the crisi:; in higher 
erlucatiot;. "'.\Iy 8[1Ul1-nr,, the 1uakers of Philip :\forrb Ci!mri•tLcs, 
a.q bonnv a lmneh of ty1·om1~ as you will ,..c•e in a mouth or Suu-
duys, l;aYe given chl'erful consc>nl to thi,.. departure Oh, 
splem.lid chap,; they afl.>-thP. makC'rs of l'hilip C\1orri>i, fon~ of 
home. mother, porridl!,e, the Con,.,titul ion and country fi<lclbng I 
Twinklv and cngul!,ing t.hcy arc, as full of joy, a .. '< l1rimining with 
goodn~"• its lt1a1lr<.! with f(•lieity as the cigarf'ttf'~ tlu•y bring 
you in two hnndy parkag<'s-the trndilioual soft pa.ck and the 
crushproof flip-top box. 
Ilow clln we m:1ke better use of <'Xh•tinp: cnmprn• focilitir~? The 
answer can be gi\•en in one wOl'd sp1·etl1111! flpt'Pd up Lbe educa.· 
tiotial pt·oceso-Rtrcamliuc coun-,c;;. Elimimtt.e frill1:1. Sharpen. 
Shui'leu. (~uicken. 
Following is a list of courses wit.It ~u~gt'~tcd methods to speed 
up each one. 
PHYtiICS-Rliminate slow nl'ut.rons. 
PSYCHOLOGY LAB-Tilt the maze~ downhill. The white 
mice will run much faster. 
ENGII\EERIN'G-Makc i:tlide ruleR half af! long. 
MUSIC- Change all tempos t-0 allc[.!;ro. (An added benefit 
to be gained from this sugv:c~tiou ii; th:i l once you speed up 
waltz time, campus proms will all be over by ten p.m. With 
students goin~ home so early, romance will languish and mar~ 
riage counsellors C'l\U be lrnn~ferred to the BuildingR ~nd 
Grounds Department. Abo, houses now used for marned 
~tudents can be returned to the School of Animal Husbandry.) 
ALGEBRA-If X always equals twenty-four, much timo-
consuming compulat.ion can be eliminated. 
DENTISTRY -Skip bt•by ~eth-they fall out anyhow. 
POETRY-Am:tlgamnlc the classics. Like thia; 
If ail lo thee blithe s71irit 
Shoot if !JOI' rmist lhi~ old gray heod 
Yott ain't nothin' but a hound dog 
Smiling, lite boy fell dead 
You see l1ow simple it is? PerhapH you have some speedup 
ideas of your own. If so, I'll thank you to keep them to your-
selves. o 1959 Mu s11u1mt.o 
• • • 
The Pltilip Morris Company, makers of Philip Morris, Marl· 
boros and Alpine, lrave no irilerest in speedrlp. We age our 
fine tobaccos slow an<l easy. And that's tlie way they smoke 
-slow and easy and lull of natimd tobacco goodness. 
